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Sudoku, a fairly new type of puzzle from Japan, has very recently become popuLar orldwide. It 
involves placing the digits 1-9 into a 9x9 grid which is divided into nine 3 3 quares su b as those 
below. Enough numbers are placed in the grid as clues to enable the puzzler to sol e it. Th 
object is to make all nine row , all nine columns and all nine 3 3 quare each contain all mne 
digits. This means that no row, column or 3 3 square can have more than one of each digit 
Here I have adapted the same idea and to a word puzzle based on nine lettels rather than 
numbers. (give fewer starting letters than in the number er ion because of the added consttaint 
that ' and a fe of th are 
given as additional clues. The first puzzle i the easier one because the positioning in th grid 
three of the clue words is unambiguou . The econd puzzle i harder e en though m r lett 
and clue words are given, becau e it is not immediately clear where an of the lue \ rds 
Both are olvable with fewer clues that given here but with much greater diffi ul . 
All the blank triplet words are listed in hambe~ Offi ial rabble War I 
need that book to olve the puzzles, but it might help . fe additional" ord 
Third NI Dictionary 1987 are present.but not in the fully blank tripl ts. H \! 
a few inferred plurals are included in the total word count gi en \ th 
couldn't make words of all 54 triplet (27 across and 27 down , the m ~ ri 
the starting clue letters are not words. Both puzzle have uniqu oluti n , gi 
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#2. ADEINORST (28 words) clue words: DEN IDE RAT RID TON 
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ChaUenge: Being "computer challenged" myself, I challenge computer-savvy readers with 
enlarged word lists to construct such a grid in which all 54 trigrams are words, or as near 54 as 
possible. Like a spaceless crossword puzzle. (The above two only have words as 46% and 52% 
of their trigrams.) Use any nine letters and use proper names if necessary. Or do it without a 
computer if you can! 
